**Position At A Glance: TRIO Scholars Subject Area Tutor**

The UNH TRIO Scholars tutoring service supports academic achievement for our students enrolled in our TRIO Scholars* program here at UNH. When you tutor for TRIO Scholars, you contribute to your campus community, while also staying engaged in academic content. If supporting your peers and working with people appeals to you, consider joining us as an employee!

**Qualifications & Requirements**

- Enrolled UNH student
- Received an A or B in the course(s) you are willing to tutor/facilitate
- Faculty recommendation in the course you intend to tutor/facilitate
- Ability to explain material from a variety of vantage points

**Preferred Qualifications:** Experience with diversity, multiculturalism and inclusion and the readiness to mentor students from a wide range of disciplines, cultures, and academic backgrounds.

**Job Description**

- Meet with assigned students on a weekly basis for up to two hours/week
- Typically work with students on:
  - Reviewing course material
  - Practicing problems
  - Developing study strategies
  - Developing problem-solving skills
- Attend an initial orientation, supervision meetings and additional training sessions
- Maintain ongoing communication with their supervisor, TRIO Scholars Tutor Coordinator
- Complete weekly documentation and end-of-semester evaluations
- Starting pay is $13.00 per hour

**What TRIO Tutors Love About Their Work**

- Tutoring is an opportunity to assist others in a course that they enjoyed
- Tutors have access to abundant resources at TRIO Scholars
- Tutors get to develop organizational leadership and peer counseling skills
- Tutors have autonomy and a flexible schedule and determine hours they can work

**How to Apply**

Complete and submit the [Want to be a TRIO Scholar Tutor](https://www.unh.edu/cfar/content-tutoring) to inform on your interest.

To learn more about TRIO Scholars and this position please visit our webpage [https://www.unh.edu/cfar/content-tutoring](https://www.unh.edu/cfar/content-tutoring). You may also email Christine.Zaimes@unh.edu, the TRIO Scholars Tutor Coordinator with any question.

Applications for the TRIO Scholars tutor positions are accepted on an ongoing basis. We hold all interest forms submitted until the applicant graduates. Prospective tutors who best match a course needing a tutor will be contacted to schedule a short interview and to submit a faculty recommendation. TRIO Scholar tutors work on an ‘as needed’ basis, getting assigned hours when the needs of a TRIO Scholar student match the tutor’s skill area.

---

*TRIO Scholars tutoring service is funded by a grant issued by the U.S. Department of Education and is part of the Federal TRIO SSS Program.*